The yields, -angular distributions and differential range spectra 
Introduction
In recent years, considerable interest has de- • nuclei. As the projectile energy increases, incomplete fusion processes become increasingly important and it is worth noting that throughout this energy regime, the average frational linear momentum transfer significantly exceeds that observed in relativistic nuclear collisons 3 ).
As informative as these measurements are, we felt that it would be useful to study the evolution of individual reaction channels rather than "average" behavior as Sm.
Experimental
We have measured the yields, angular distribution and differential range spectra for target residues formed in the interaction of 8. -.-r-.
-
/ / '\ . L' ue to part1c e em1SS10n 1S glven y ( 1 ) if one assumes that particle emission 15 isotropic in the moving frame. V is the velocity of the recoil in the moving frame (due to kicks given it by particle emission) while v is the velocity of the moving frame (i.e., the velocity given the heavy product in the primary nuclear reaction to particle emission).
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v can be taken as the mean projected fragment velocity as measured in the differential range experiments while V is given by18)
where 8 L is the mean recoil angle. Use of equations (1) and (2) 149 Gd and 0.118 rad 2 ) for 135 ce . Thus it would seem that a major portion of the dispersion in the angular distributions is due to particle emission.
Summary and Conclusions
The preliminary data from this survey of incomplete fusion at intermediate energies shows the importance of incomplete fusion reactions in this energy regime. Production and survival of trans-target species occurs with significant probability at all projetile energies surveyed.
The Wilczinski et ~ sum rule model becomes less effective at describing the incomplete fusion reactions as the projectile energy increases and the nuclear firestreak model also seems to fail to properly describe the observed distributions in this energy regime.
